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Violence against civilians in Syria’s civil war

ANDREW HALTERMAN

I evaluate the ability of several competing theories of why armed groups kill civilians in
civil war to explain violence in Syria. Using data on civilian deaths, territorial control,
and military offensives geocoded to the town or village, I find much more support for a
“drain the sea” logic of civilian targeting than for theories emphasizing territorial con-
trol and intelligence. The paper develops two new quantitative methods: automatically
geolocating Arabic place names and inferring degrees of territorial control from binary
measures. These methods will aid future quantitative studies of civil war.

Introduction

Six years into the civil war in Syria, at least 100,000 civilians have been killed in the con-
flict. How well do existing theories in political science explain these deaths? And what

can we learn from the Syrian civil war about why armed groups target civilians in civil war?
The question of why armed groups target civilians has been studied both in political sci-
ence, which studies the strategic motives behind groups killing civilians, and in US military
and government, which have sought to prevent insurgent attacks on civilians in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Deliberate (non-collateral) violence against civilians in wartime presents a
special puzzle. The majority of counterinsurgency literature emphasizes the importance of
identifying insurgents among the population and the high costs of harming innocent civil-
ians (Nagl 2002; Nagl et al. 2008; Kocher, Pepinsky, and Kalyvas 2008; Lyall, Blair, and Imai
2013; Dell and Querubin 2016b; Dell and Querubin 2016a), seeing insurgency as a struggle
for the support of the civilian population. Scholars approaching the question from a ratio-
nal actor perspective see indiscriminate targeting of civilians as encouraging defection to
the other side (Kalyvas 2006; Berman and Matanock 2015). Why, then, are civilians consis-
tently victimized in civil wars? Do the existing theories account for who dies in Syria? Or
is violence in Syria, some of the worst in the 21st century, unexplained by existing theories,
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pointing to potential problems in our understanding of civilian victimization?1

The civil war in Syria has been one of the deadliest f the 21st century, with over 400,000 es-
timated casualties.2 In addition to deaths, the war has also produced vast suffering through
displacement, infrastructure destruction, and deprivation. Anarchy in eastern Syria has al-
lowed the Islamic State to grow, leading to the deaths of Syrian and Iraqi civilians and also
civilians in Turkey and Europe. The civil war is also important to understand in the context
of the Arab Spring. What began as a peaceful resistance movement against Assad became a
bloody civil war. Our understanding of the Arab Spring will not be complete without an un-
derstanding of the violence in Syria. Even if findings about patters of civilian victimization
were not generalizable beyond Syria, understanding civilian death in this civil war would
be valuable for its own sake.

The war in Syria is easier to study in detail than many previous civil wars. Syria was a
middle income country with high literacy rates and connection to the rest of the Middle
East. Unlike civil wars fought in poorer countries, the war in Syria takes place in a context of
ubiquitous phones and internet, making detailed local information on violence and armed
actors much more available than in other civil wars. The presence of the Islamic State in
Syria has also mobilized research and interest well beyond the attention paid to most civil
wars, leading to more research and data on the war. These factors mean that researchers
can begin to study the war even before it is over, hopefully providing better information to
policymakers than they had in previous wars.

This work proceeds as follows. First, I outline three existing theories of violence against
civilians in wartime. For each theory, I lay out hypotheses and observable implications for
these theories in terms of where and how they predict civilians will be killed, focusing es-
pecially on theories relating territorial control and civilian death. As part of this review of
existing theories, I attempt to bring some clarity to the definitions used in this debate and
lay the groundwork for my own applications of the theory. Next, I continue to an empirical
test of the theories. I describe the process of gathering and augmenting a dataset on civil-
ian deaths in Syria and a dataset on territorial control. It is in this section that I describe
the methodological contributions of this work, which consist of a method for automatically

1For advice and comments, I thank Stathis Kalyvas, Chappell Lawson, Rich Nielsen,
Sara Plana, Roger Peterson, Rachel Tecott, and seminar participants at MIT and Oxford
University. A detailed discussion of the methods in this paper are in a separate method-
ological appendix. All code is available on request at https://github.com/ahalterman/2YP/.

2Priyanka Boghani, “A Staggering New Death Toll for Syria’s War –
470,000”, Frontline, February 11, 2016, http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/
a-staggering-new-death-toll-for-syrias-war-470000/; Al Jazeera, “Syria death toll: UN
envoy estimates 400,000 killed”, April 2016, http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/04/
staffan-de-mistura-400000-killed-syria-civil-war-160423055735629.html

https://github.com/ahalterman/2YP/
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/a-staggering-new-death-toll-for-syrias-war-470000/
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/a-staggering-new-death-toll-for-syrias-war-470000/
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/04/staffan-de-mistura-400000-killed-syria-civil-war-160423055735629.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/04/staffan-de-mistura-400000-killed-syria-civil-war-160423055735629.html
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finding the geographic coordinates of transliterated Arabic place names and a method for
inferring the degree of territorial control at very high resolution from a dataset that simply
reports which group controls what areas. These methods are easily portable between differ-
ent wars and should greatly improve our ability to quantitatively study civil wars at a micro
level. My focus in the paper has been on broad quantitative data on the war. This sacrifices
the detailed understanding of specific acts of violence that ethnographic or qualitative re-
search can provide, but gains generality in return. The word is able to study the majority
of civilian deaths in Syria and evaluate how well they are explained as a whole by existing
theory.

The empirical section continues with answers to the questions of where and how civilians
die in the Syrian civil war. The final section matches the findings of the empirical section
with the observable implications of the hypotheses, evaluates how well each theory fares,
and comments on how the findings should change our beliefs about the hypotheses. I find
that variation in territorial control and principal-agent theories do not fare well in Syria
as an explanation for civilian deaths, and that instead, theories emphasizing the strategic
logic of violence against civilians, including indiscriminate violence, have better explana-
tory power. The evidence indicates a simpler explanation for civilian death than that pre-
sented by many theories of civilian death: most civilian causalities seem to be the result
of deliberate targeting of civilians or of heedless targeting of civilians by forces engaged in
military operations.

Existing Theories

What do we know about lethal violence against civilians in civil war? I group the existing
explanations I will test of why armed groups kill civilians in war into three categories: a set
of arguments about killing civilians that emphasize the importance of information and ter-
ritorial control in civil wars, principal-agent arguments about the inability of group leaders
to control violence against civilians by their subordinates, and arguments aboutmass killing
in the context of threats to the state and attempts to win wars. These three groupings also
follow the emphases in each literature on the important actors in civil war: the intelligence
and control literature sees rebels and government and interchangeable, the principal-agent
literature studies only principal-agent problems in rebel groups, and the final literature on
strategic violence and mass killing tends to study government actors. By emphasizing the
underlying mechanisms in each, I generalize the theories to cover both both kinds of actors
as much as possible.
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Theory 1: Intelligence and territorial control

One of the most developed theories of the production of violence in civil wars grows out of
Kalyvas’s (2006) argument that violence in civil wars is the joint product of an armed group
and intelligence provided by civilians. This theory begins with the fundamental problem
of identification in civil wars: unlike combatants in conventional wars, insurgents are in-
distinguishable from civilians to outsiders, and the civilian collaborators who aid militaries
in identifying insurgents are also unidentifiable without other civilians informing on them.
This theory of insurgent warfare, in which two actors, the state and rebels, compete for
control of territory and intelligence and civilians provide intelligence in large part based
on their assessment of which side controls their area, has become a foundational theory
in civil war studies (Berman and Matanock 2015). In this theory, civilians are rational,
non-ideological, and interested in survival and private gains. Their support for one side or
another depends on the groups’ control over their areas. Armed group violence depends in
its type and magnitude on civilian support in the form of denouncements of collaborators
and insurgents.

Kalyvas (2006) defines territorial control primary through his five part division of control
into zones: full incumbent control, partial incumbent control, contested areas, areas of
partial rebel control, and full rebel control, leading to no defection. In areas of full con-
trol, the opposing side has no presence and could not claim to defend local civilians. In
areas of partial control, groups may have cells of sympathizers and collect good intelligence
on the dominant group and its collaborators (Kalyvas 2006, 201f.). The contested zone 3
is one of the most interesting in his theory. As an examples of zone 3 areas, he includes
places where the government has a presence but is confined to static compounds without
any reach into the surrounding area, or villages that are split between government control
during the day and rebel control at night. He argues that because each side has access to the
area but no ability to credibly protect informants, civilians will logically protect themselves
by not denouncing other civilians, leading to low selective violence. Much of his defini-
tion of control assumes a guerrilla conflict with porous front lines. This is not the case in
Syria, where armed groups operate along discrete front lines and where insurgents are often
distinguishable from the population, making Syria a potentially poor fit for the theory.

Studying territorial control in Syria allows a direct examination of theories linking degree
of territorial control with violence. Is it true that deliberate violence against is at its greatest
levels in areas of partial control rather than full contestation? At the same time, it allows us
to test some of the theories advanced by scholars emphasizing group differences in violence.
Does the group in control of an area affect the level of violence against civilians? Studying
territorial control in a single conflict gives us a wide range of situations to examine theories’
predictions about violence, holding many factors relatively constant, including pre-war in-
stitutions and exclusions, past history of violence, and the international order. Studying
territorial control gives us a wide range on two independent variables: degree of territorial
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control itself, which group controls an area, and the number of groups present in an area.

Territoral control: basic hypothesis. In areas where two groups (government and rebels) are
fighting, selective violence should occur where groups have enough control (and thereby
information) to engage in selective targeting, and should use indiscriminate violence in
areas they do not control.

Observable implications:

1. violence against on the border between the groups (zone 3) should be lower than in
areas of partial control

2. violence in a group’s area of partial control should be the most selective
3. violence committed by a group in the opposing group’s area of control should be

relatively more indiscriminate than targeted, compared to contested zones or zones
of its own control.

Defining selectivity and indiscrimination

Much of the literature on civilian deaths in civil war is concerned with the type and se-
lectivity of lethal violence against civilians, including a selective/indiscriminate distinction
(Kalyvas 2006), a direct/indirect distinction (Balcells forthcoming), and definitions of “civil-
ian victimization”, (Weinstein 2006) and mass killing (Valentino 2000) that set them aside
from other wartime violence. The primary distinction I use is the difference between selec-
tive and indiscriminate violence, which I take to be the difference between killing civilians
on the basis of some individualized suspicion and killing civilians without any attempt or
ability to learn their identity first.

One complication of Kalyvas (2006)’s theory arises when applied to instances of killing
where we do not have access to primary source records: his distinction between selective
and indiscriminate violence depends on knowing the mental state, intention, and current
intelligence of the perpetrators. He relates an anecdote of a local fascist man in 1944 Italy,
who welcomed German soldiers into his home before being summarily shot (Kalyvas 2006,
156). In dataset or SIGACT form, this death would seem to be a classic case of selective
violence: the German soldiers knew who the man was and deliberately killed him as an in-
dividual. Only the recorded interpretation of his family lets us qualitatively determine that
he was in fact killed “indiscriminately”, without cause. Some important and valid concepts
can indeed only be measured qualitatively, but this makes them much harder to apply from
a distance, as we would like to do for large-n comparisons between groups, for studies that
are done while conflicts are still ongoing, and in the context of research that is meant to
inform policymakers.

Perhaps for this reason, Balcells (forthcoming) eschews the distinction between “selective”
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and “indiscriminate”, and instead uses a dichotomy of “direct” and “indirect” based on
whether the killing was face-to-face. Her coding of these two forms of killing depend on the
weapon used (e.g. artillery is indirect and guns or knives are direct). Her theory generates
predictions about when each type of violence will be used, specifically that indirect violence
(she mostly discusses aerial bombing of cities during the Spanish Civil War) will be used in
areas of high pre-war mobilization. People with opposing political beliefs will be a problem
after the war, and killing them en masse during the war is a way to resolve this problem.

In an example of convergent evolution, I arrived at a similar approach to Balcells in trying
to operationalize selective and indiscriminate killing without access to rich primary source
data and in a research design that requires coding tens of thousands of deaths. My coding
distinction differentiates between methods of killing that seem to be based on identifying
the victim beforehand (kidnapping, field execution, etc.), in contrast to methods where
identifying individual victims beforehand is impossible ( e.g. shelling). Other modes of
killing, primarily “shooting”, are indeterminate and are left unclassified in my schema.

Theory 2: Principal-agent problems

A second argument about the killing of civilians by armed groups in civil war is that it is
a rank-and-file phenomenon, rather than an elite or leadership strategic choice. This is ar-
gument is advanced in different forms by Weinstein (2006), Shapiro (2013), and Worsnop
(2014). The argument is that (indiscriminate) violence against civilians, or what Weinstein
(2006) calls “civilian victimization”, is indeed counterproductive to the larger war being
fought, as many scholars and military practitioners argue. Leaders prefer that their soldiers
do not victimize civilians, and yet we observe it in civil war. Each of these three scholars ar-
gues that the violence stems from principal-agent problems, resulting from different kinds
of monitoring or preference alignment problems. Weinstein (2006) argues that the primary
principal-agent problems arise from the adverse selection of recruits, which is driven from
the resources that the group has to compensate recruits. Rebel groups that are rich in mate-
rial resources attract recruits who are eager for immediate material payouts, while groups
that rely on social ties or strong ideological beliefs about the post-war social order attract
true believers (“investors”), who defer gratification and follow orders. Groups with many
materially focused recruits will engage in more civilian victimization, through preference
divergence and low-level soldiers’ desire for loot.

Shapiro (2013) proposes another mechanism in his study of groups that need to maintain
clandestinity to protect themselves fromgovernment forces. He sees a fundamental tradeoff
between secrecy and control: as leaders create more security for the group by limiting com-
munication and devolving decisionmaking, the actions of low-level members will diverge
from the leadership through preference divergence (lower ranks do not know what their
leaders want) and through decreased monitoring. In terrorist groups, especially, the rank-
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and-file may be more extreme and have greater desires to engage in violence, in contrast to
the leadership of the group that seeks to use violence in a calculated and instrumental fash-
ion to advance the group’s cause. If the group is engaging in violence against civilians, it is
likely because the leadership is unable to exert control over its low-level members because
of security concerns.

Finally, Worsnop (2014) proposes a principal-agent theory of violence that examines the
ability of groups to turn violence on and off. He sees two control mechanisms as important:
training and resource centralization. Putting new recruits through a training and indoctri-
nation program realigns their preferences toward the group, and, by centralizing resources,
the leadership of the group can also punish deviations from its instructions on when to use
force. Groups that fail to implement either will have to manage members with diverging
preferences with little ability to sanction them.

Each of these three theories is cogent in presenting accounts of how principal-agent prob-
lems arise. They are not always as well developed in discussing the motivations for low-
level forces to engage in unsanctioned violence against civilians (with the exception of We-
instein). The largest gap in these arguments from the perspective of this paper is that all
three limit their study to rebel groups, excluding government forces. Extrapolating from
their mechanisms, government forces should have the lowest level of violence against civil-
ians. Government militaries have formalized indoctrination, generally better security and
less need for clandestinity, centralized resources, better communication, and an ability to
monitor subordinates through the hierarchy. The only disadvantage government forces
may have under this theory is that they may attract recruits who are simply motivated by
money, rather than the ideologically motivated recruits rebel groups may get.

Hypothesis: principal-agent problems. Some groups have principal-agent problems around
violence against civilians and therefore engage in more violence against civilians than oth-
ers; these problems will be worse in clandestine, weakly institutionalized, and informal
organizations.

Observable implications:

Data on how and where civilians die in civil war allows us to partially test the outcome of
this hypothesis, but we cannot test the mechanism, namely that it is the result of principal-
agent problems. Using this data, if we find a difference in deaths across groups, we cannot
distinguish between more deaths because of a principal-agent problem or because leaders
are ordering civilian deaths (see the third theory, below). For a fuller test we would need to
understand the internal dynamics of groups.

1. In areas they control, some groupswill kill more civilians (normalized per town) than
other groups.

2. Government forces should kill civilians at a lower rate than rebel forces.
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3. Civilian deaths should be caused byweapons that do not require higher authorization
to use (i.e., guns, not planes).

Theory 3: Elite threat and strategic mass killing

A final set of arguments hold that mass or indiscriminate killing of civilians can indeed
be effective or that armed groups believe it can be. Variation in violence against civilians
across groups could be the result of groups’ different beliefs about the efficacy of deliberate
targeting of civilians. Valentino (2000) presents a different logic behindmass killing, calling
for a “strategic” understanding of mass killing. He argues that

mass killing can become an attractive solution when groups find themselves
engaged in military conflicts in which conventional military options are inef-
fective or inefficient. When governments encounter great difficulties defeating
their enemies’ military forces directly, they face incentives to target the civil-
ians whom they suspect of providing support to those forces. I refer to this
class of mass killing as “coercive” mass killings. (Valentino 2000, 30)

He and colleagues argue elsewhere (Valentino, Huth, and Balch-Lindsay 2004) that several
conditionsmakemass killing as a tool of war likelier: guerrilla warwhere the insurgents rely
on the population for support and where slaughter of civilians could weaken them, as a last
resort after a protracted conflict, and where groups pose a threat to the existence of the state.
In their analysis, the strategy can be successful: Guatemala, facing a popular insurgency in
the 1970s and possessing only 18,000 soldiers in its army, defeated the insurgency by killing
tens of thousands of civilians in the insurgents’ base of support, reducing the population by
a third (Valentino, Huth, and Balch-Lindsay 2004, 399–400).

Downes (2007) makes a similar argument for why mass killing or indiscriminate targeting
of civilians could be rational. He argues that contrary to the conventional wisdom that indis-
criminate attacks against civilians are ineffective in guerrilla wars (they are clearly effective
in ethnic cleansing), some situations exist in which mass repression is effective. Specifically,

With a small population in a relatively confined space, however, the incumbent
has the potential to kill or imprison the entire population, effectively interdict-
ing the insurgents’ source of supply, recruits, and information. (Downes 2007,
422)

In suppressing the Boer resistance in South Africa, the British were able to destroy the guer-
rilla movement by burning large numbers of Boer farms and interning Boer civilians in
concentration camps (with massive loss of life to disease). While Downes convincingly
demonstrates the effectiveness of this particular kind of civilian victimization, there are
two limits to his work: first, it studies internment and destruction of property, rather than
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the mass execution of civilians most other scholars study and find ineffective; second, it
acknowledges studying a relative rare type of conflict, where it is possible (logistically and
politically) to destroy vast quantities of property and relocate entire populations into con-
centration camps. Most (counter)insurgencies operate under conditions where most of the
victimization of civilians consists of civilians being executed, rather than relocated, and the
population is too large or dispersed to be relocated in its entirety. It is unclear from his
argument and evidence whether a campaign of mass killing against a subset of the civil-
ian population would have the same counterinsurgency effects as internment of the entire
civilian population. It is also unclear whether the logic of the theories transfers to nonstate
armed groups attempting a “drain the sea” policy.

A third argument for strategic indiscriminate violence is in Balcells (forthcoming), who
argues that “indirect” violence against civilians, such as airstrikes on cities, are rational in
areas with high pre-war political mobilization. The logic is that civilians in these areas are
indeed threats to the regime, both during the war, when they provide support for the rebels,
and after the war, when they will pose political problems for the post-war order. In this
case, violence against these civilians or areas where these civilians are in the majority is a
way of reducing both tactical and strategic problems. Her study of the Spanish civil war is
closer in scope to the Syrian civil war than Kalyvas’s theory is, where most conflict takes
place along defined front lines rather than in sporadic guerrilla attacks against patrols in
contested areas.

Finally, rational theorists of insurgency and counterinsurgency can be too quick to dismiss
the effects frustration and desire for revenge can produce on combatants trying to figure
out how to fight a civil war. Accounts from counterinsurgencies reveal non-academic but
popular views by practitioners of all ranks about indiscriminate killing of civilians. The
concern about protecting civilians is misplaced in this view, because punishing civilians is
effective:

Cao [an ARVN colonel] and the other officers would tell Vann [an American
advisor] that the victims were bad people–the families of guerrillas. The battal-
ion commanders whom Vann shouted at for tearing up a hamlet and its inhab-
itants would lead him over to a tree and show him a Viet Cong flag nailed to
it or a propaganda sloagan on the wall of a house that was still standing. […]
Their theory of pacification apparently was to terrorize the peasants out of sup-
porting the Viet Cong. For this reason Cao and the province and district chiefs
also did nother to stop the torture and murder. They thought it useful. Their
attitude was “we’ll teach these people a lesson. We’ll show them how strong
and tough we are.” (Sheehan 1988, 109)

In Cao and his fellow officers’ minds, civilians are either ipso facto the enemy, and deserve
death, or they support the enemy and need to be scared out of supporting the rebels.
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All four of these accounts or theories arrive at the same conclusion with different assump-
tions and degrees of rationality in getting there: commanders (sometimes correctly) believe
that mass targeting of civilians without considering their complicity or by substituting col-
lective complicity for individual can be effective in destroying or deterring insurgent groups.
This constellation of theories produces two hypotheses.

Hypothesis: military utility/carelessness. Violence is not directed deliberately at civilians, or
is done without strategic calculation in the areas of greatest fighting.

Observable implications:

1. The rate of deaths should be highest in front line areas. Deaths should be the result
of combat or through plausibly military means, such as shelling near front lines (as
opposed to, e.g., kidnappings and executions far behind front lines).

Hypothesis: strategic mass violence. Violence against civilians is ordered deliberately by
leaders and is directed against areas that are populated by strong supporters of the enemy
forces. Violence is greater when the threat is greater.

Observable implications:

1. Indiscriminateweapons’ use against civilians increases as the threat to the state/group
increases

2. Civilian deaths are caused by weapons requiring higher authorization to use, such as
artillery (at the battalion or brigade level, depending on doctrine and the size of the
weapons) or airstrikes (division or strategic level for fixed wing, perhaps lower for
rotary wing and the barrel bombs they drop).

3. Weapons are used against civilians in all zones of control: their use does not depend
on military necessity on the front lines, nor on targeted, “jointly-produced” violence
that requires a modicum of territorial control.

The theories and hypotheses I discuss above are laid out with their implications in Table 1.
Variation in three independent variables leads to changes in the number and type of civilian
deaths: which group controls the area, the type and degree of control, and the variation in
the threat environment or relation to ongoing military operations.
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table 1 Effect on variables (columns) on extent and type of civilian deaths, by theory (rows)

Variation between
groups

Variation across
territorial control

Variation in
threat/“strategic”
environment

intel/territory
theory

None Major: Selective
violence in
contested; Low
indiscriminate
throughout

None

principal-agent
theory

Major: caused by
varying internal
control

Could matter, if
hierarchy varies
across territory

Maybe. Threats
could reduce
control

elite threat/
strategic violence
theory

Yes, but caused by
diffs in groups’
environments

Should have some
targeting of enemy
centers

groups facing
pressure should
use more violence,
more indiscrim.
violence

military utility
theory

Yes. Groups have
different access to
weapons access
concern for
civilians

Yes. Partial control
correlates with
active fighting

Could affect groups’
concern about civ.
casualities

Other theories not tested

A final of explanations applies primarily to ethnic conflicts and situations of security dilem-
mas. The logic of violence in ethnic civil wars is different from other civil wars. The desire
is not to control territory+population, but to rearrange the population so that one group
can control the territory. Important scholarship examines the conditions under which this
dynamic can emerge and the role that mass killing can play in it (Posen 1993; Petersen
2002), but I do not test their predictions here. Although the conflict in Syria does have an
ethnoreligious dimension in that Assad and most of the state elites are Shia Alawites and
most of the rebels are Sunni (including the Kurds), the conflict in Syria is primarily a fight
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for control of the state, not to purge ethnic groups from particular areas.3 For this reason,
the security dilemma argument has perhaps the least to say about civilian deaths in Syria
as any of these theories do. Poor access to data on ethnicity before and during the war also
makes this theory more difficult to test.

Method, Methodological Contributions, and Data

Operationalizing the data needed to test these four groupings of theory requires four spe-
cific data sources: information on civilian deaths, groups’ control of territory, the degree of
territorial control, and the onset of military operations. Ideally, all should be geocoded to
the neighborhood or village and recorded daily. I collect this information from a number
of sources, enhance it using methods described below, and combine it into a single con-
solidated dataset, covering 2011 to 2016, with territorial control available after 2015. The
dataset consists of day-resolution deaths in Syria, augmented with the geographic coordi-
nates of the death at the neighborhood or village level, the group occupying that location
on that day, its degree of control measured on an ordinal scale, and whether a new offensive
was reported within 500 meters in the days before the death.

To build this dataset, I develop two new techniques in text analysis that will make future
micro-level research in civil war andMiddle East studies much easier. The first technique is
an automated geocoding technique optimized for transliterated Arabic place names to find
the latitude and longitude of place names. Part of this process relies on a new measure of
word similarity for transliterated Arabic names. The second methodological contribution
I make is in providing an automated measure of the degree of territorial control in conven-
tional civil wars from a dataset that only measures binary control. The data produced by
these processes is described below. For a detailed description of the process of producing
the data, please see the methodological appendix.

Data overview

To study themicrodynamics of where and how civilian die in the Syrian civil war, I need two
sets of data. First, I need data on the civilian deaths themselves, including their location and
the cause of death. Because I am applying a theory that depends on the territorial control of
armed actors in the conflict, I also need a dataset that records control on as fine-grained a
resolution as possible. Not only do each of these datasets need to report the place name for

3A different dynamic is at work from 2017 onward between Turkish and Kurdish forces
in Syria, and between Kurdish forces and the Iraqi state in Iraq.
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deaths and villages or neighborhoods under control, these place names need to be geocoded
to their latitude and longitude so they can be merged in order to understand the territorial
aspect of deaths.

Civilian Deaths in Syria

To collect information on civilian deaths in the Syrian civil war I use data from the Center
for Documentation of Violations in Syria (VDC), which compiles information on the death
of civilians, rebels, and regime forces in Syria. Specifically, it reports the name, gender and
child/adult status, date of death, location of death, and cause of death for 101,498 civilian
deaths in the Syrian civil war. The dataset also records the perpetrator of the violence, but
coverage is spotty and error-ridden and I do not use it in this project.⁴ It is affiliated with the
opposition Local Coordination Committees, giving it a presumed bias toward rebel areas,
but Price, Gohdes, and Ball (2014) find it to be an accurate source with as good of coverage
as any other single dataset. The 35 or so activists at the Centre who maintain the dataset
gather information themselves or “reliable sources like field hospitals, cemeteries, casualties’
families and some of the media centers.”⁵ The initial reports are then augmented with more
details, videos, or photos, and added to the dataset. Finally, the reports are sent back to the
field to be validated and updated by local activists.⁶ The dataset reports 143,743 deaths of
non-Syrian army soldiers from March 2011 through December 15, 2016, of which 101,498
are coded as civilians. The documentation requirements mean that many of the deaths in
Syria are not recorded in the dataset. For context, the total death toll of the war in Syria,
including rebel fighters, government soldiers, and civilians, is estimated at over 400,000.⁷

One of the primary limitations in studying civilian deaths in civil war is the lack of fine-
grained data on where and how they die, and who they are. The VDC dataset reports all
of this information, including their location of death at the village or neighborhood level,
giving us the possibility of testing theories at a previously impossible scale once the place
names are resolved to their corresponding geographic coordinates.

⁴It only reports data for 7.9% of civilian deaths and a spot check reveals fewer than a
dozen deaths attributed to Jabhat al-Nusra.

⁵http://vdc-sy.net/Website/?page_id=849
⁶http://vdc-sy.net/Website/?page_id=849
⁷Priyanka Boghani, “A Staggering New Death Toll for Syria’s War –

470,000”, Frontline, February 11, 2016, http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/
a-staggering-new-death-toll-for-syrias-war-470000/; Al Jazeera, “Syria death toll: UN
envoy estimates 400,000 killed”, April 2016, http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/04/
staffan-de-mistura-400000-killed-syria-civil-war-160423055735629.html

http://vdc-sy.net/Website/?page_id=849
http://vdc-sy.net/Website/?page_id=849
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/a-staggering-new-death-toll-for-syrias-war-470000/
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/a-staggering-new-death-toll-for-syrias-war-470000/
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/04/staffan-de-mistura-400000-killed-syria-civil-war-160423055735629.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/04/staffan-de-mistura-400000-killed-syria-civil-war-160423055735629.html
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Geocoding civilian death data. One of the contributions of this projects is a method for
converting based on the reported governorate name and the village or neighborhood name
for each death into its geographic coordinates. Geocoding the deaths makes it possible to
merge them with other geographic datasets, specifically the territorial control dataset, and
to work with it as a spatial dataset. The VDC dataset reports 7,172 unique locations for
civilian deaths, making it impossible to complete this task by hand in a reasonable amount
of time: at an efficient rate of 60 seconds per unique place name, this task would take 120
hours of work.

In brief, I look up each placename in the Geonames gazetteer (Wick and Boutreux 2011) of
place names , limiting the search to the specific governorate in Syria. If no match is made, I
search through a set of alternative spellings of the place name, which I automatically learned
from a compiled list of common Arabic place name transliteration differences. For a much
more detailed discussion of this process, please see themethods appendix. After completing
this process, I was able to geocode 4,052 out of unique place names, representing 79.6% of
deaths in the dataset. Some of these matches are likely to be false-positive matches, which
are harder to measure than false negatives. A larger effort would be needed to validate the
full accuracy (precision and recall) of this method.⁸

Operationalizing “Selective” and “Indiscriminate”. The second data augmentation task I per-
form is to relate the causes of death reported in the dataset to its degree of selectivity. Un-
derstanding whether a deliberate killing of a civilian was the result of a specific targeting
of that civilian or a case of a civilian being in the wrong place at the wrong time requires
knowing themotivation of the armed group in question. This is difficult in qualitative work,
and even more so in quantitative work. I map the cause of death information onto selectiv-
ity/indiscrimination using the approach defined in the theory section.

Type of Death Coding

Shelling Indiscriminate
Siege Indiscriminate
Chemical and toxic gases Indiscriminate
Un-allowed to seek Medical help Indiscriminate
Warplane shelling Indiscriminate
Explosion Indiscriminate
Kidnapping - Execution Targeted
Detention - Execution Targeted
Detention - Torture - Execution Targeted

⁸I’m considering future work on this technique that would include validating the preci-
sion of technique using Syrian Arabic-speaking coders.
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Type of Death Coding

Field Execution Targeted
Detention - Torture Targeted
Kidnapping - Torture - Execution Targeted
Unknown Other
Shooting Other
Other Other
[blank] Other

This table shows my attempt to code my modified Kalyvas-esque distinction between selec-
tive and indiscriminate using only the cause of death. Shooting, 19.9% of the civilian deaths
in the dataset, is too ambiguous to rate as selective or indiscriminate. This coding aligns al-
most perfectly with Balcell’s (forthcoming) categorization of direct and indirect violence
(she would code shooting as direct).If these codings reflect their definition in the existing
theory, the dataset now lets us answer questions about the selectivity and discrimination of
armed groups.

Territorial Control

The second set of data needed is information on which groups controlled which locations
on each day. Territorial controlmaps in Syria are very popular and several organizations, in-
cluding the Institute for the Study of War, Caerus Associates, and the New York Times have
produced control maps since the beginning of the conflict. While very useful for getting a
sense of the conflict from a macro level, these maps are not very useful for our purposes
here. First, they are often produced weekly or monthly, glossing over the fine details of
when small areas change hands, making the granularity of the death data less useful. Sec-
ond, the maps are generally released as country maps in image form, making it difficult to
establish which villages are on each side of a line and impossible to automatically import
the maps to use in quantitative analysis.

The approach I take is to use a dataset compiled by the Carter Center, which tracks changes
in territorial control at the village or neighborhood level from January 1, 2015 to present.
The Carter Center dataset is presented in interactive map format, showing changes in terri-
torial control in Syria.⁹ I scraped and reverse-engineered the map into the original datasets.

⁹The project is described at https://www.cartercenter.org/peace/conflict_resolution/
syria-conflict-resolution.html, and the map is available at https://d3svb6mundity5.
cloudfront.net/dashboard/index.html

https://www.cartercenter.org/peace/conflict_resolution/syria-conflict-resolution.html
https://www.cartercenter.org/peace/conflict_resolution/syria-conflict-resolution.html
https://d3svb6mundity5.cloudfront.net/dashboard/index.html
https://d3svb6mundity5.cloudfront.net/dashboard/index.html
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Each coding of a territorial control is accompanied by a citation to a news report or social
media report describing the capture, making the datamuchmore transparent and trustwor-
thy than it would be without this information. I then expand the change of control dataset
into a dataset that reports which group controls each village for each day.

The major drawback of the Carter Center data, in contrast to the more traditional maps, is
that their coverage only extends back to January 1, 2015, while the VDC death data extends
back to the beginning of the conflict in 2011.1⁰ After cleaning, the dataset contains 6,969
villages/neighborhoods, each of which has data on which group controls it, coded on a
daily basis. As part of this cleaning, I consolidated several groups that the Carter Center
kept separate, including consolidating “Kurdish forces” and “YPG”, “opposition” and “anti-
government”, and “government” and “pro-government”.

Measuring Zones of Control with Nearest Neighbors. Defining territorial control abstractly
is one thing: actually measuring it with data is another. As with most of the territorial
control datasets and maps, the Carter Center defines control as a hard classification: either
a town is controlled by a group, or it is controlled by a different group. With extremely rare
exceptions, each town/village/neighborhood is coding as having one group in control of it,
even when in actuality the control is contested. While a binary measure of control is still
useful for understanding the causes of civilian victimization in civil war, existing theories
and our own intuition suggest that control should not be thought of as a binary variable
(full control, no control), and that a measure of the degree of control is both more accurate
and analytically useful.

The approach I use tomeasure degree of control is a “nearest neighbor”method. The under-
lying intuition is that a location whose surrounding villages or neighborhoods are all held
by the same forces can be thought of as being under that group’s solid control. As more of
the neighbors are held by enemy groups, the degree of control is loosened until the weakest
possible position, where all of the neighboring villages/neighborhoods are held by enemy
groups. The definition of what constitutes the “neighborhood” is clearly debatable. In this
situation, I use the 15 nearest neighbors, contingent on them being within 55 km. Then,
for each day, for each point, I take the 15 neighbors, check who controls them, and calcu-
late the degree of control measure for each of those points.11 Unfortunately because the
territorial control data only exists from 2015 onward, I am only able to calculate the degree

1⁰An ambitious and much more methodologically focused future project could attempt
to automatically learn the indicators of control in text. The Carter Center data would be
used as the gold standard labels for a machine learning algorithm that would attempt to
predict control using text inputs. Minerva is funding research on this question but using a
different approach than the one I would use.

11For a discussion of why I use k = 15 and for more technical details, see the appendix.
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Figure 1. Automatically generated control map (left) compared with hand-made control map (right)

of control for deaths occurring in 2015 or later, comprising 16.1% of the total 2011-2016
fatalities recorded in the VDC dataset.

Using nearest neighbors rather than a simple average within a distance better accounts for
population density. In rural areas, the distance between measured settlements can be very
large but the nearest neighbors are still be the most salient indicators of potential threats.
In urban areas with many measurements, the distance naturally shrinks. This process can
be see in the map of Aleppo below, over which I’ve superimposed Voronoi polygons show-
ing the “neighborhoods” of each point. This approach produces a map very similar to the
handmade map next to it produced by the Institute for the Study of War.

In an irregular war of the type Kalyvas mostly considers, front lines are permeable and
civilians need to fear that groups have read into their opponents areas where they could
punish civilian collaborators. The mechanism is different here. Front lines are relatively
impermeable, but the lines can shift over time. These areas of partial control are insecure
in that that are most at risk of flipping control, triggering the retaliatory killings that are a
day-to-day fear in irregular civil wars.

Implementing this measurement for an arbitrary day (February 21, 2016) results in themap
below. Darker colors indicate that more of a village’s neighbors are held by other groups,
and thus the front lines between different groups. The shading accords with our substantive
knowledge of the conflict at that point. The Alawite area in Latakia is completely under
government control. The greatest degree of contestation is in Aleppo Governorate, where
“rebel”, government, Kurdish, and ISIS forces were all fighting. Raqqa’s division between
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Figure 2. Contested localities on February 21, 2016. Red areas are more contested, blue areas less
contested.

government and ISIS forces is visible, as is the area of fighting in the north east between
Kurds and ISIS (though the far northeast is securely under Kurdish control).

The final variable I add to the dataset of of deaths is information on announced rebel and
government offensives. This variable will allow us to study whether deaths are caused in
large part bymilitary operations, consistent with an explanation of civilian deaths as caused
inadvertently by fighting. The indicator I use is derived from news reporting on rebel and
government offensives. To compile this indicator, I first scraped all articles about Syria from
three English-language news sources that focus on Syria or the Middle East: Al-Masdar,
ARA News, and Middle East Eye. Most of these articles are concentrated in 2016, with
some going back to 2014. Al-Masdar is extremely pro-regime, but in terms of the factual
information about attacks and offensives, they seem to report both rebel and government
attacks equally. For example,

The jihadist rebels of Hay’at Tahrir Al-Sham launched a massive offensive
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inside the Dara’a Governorate on Sunday, targeting the Syrian Arab Army’s
(SAA) positions inside the Al-Manishiyah District of the provincial capital.
(Al-Masdar, 15 February, 2017)

I then perform a dependency parsing of sentence using natural language processing soft-
ware to identify the grammatical structure of a sentence.12 Sentences that have subject
noun, verb, and direct object phrases are kept as being likely to contain events such as new
offensives being launched. From this semi-structured information from text, I then code
“offensives” using a small set of rules for matching verbs and direct objects: “launch” + “of-
fensive”, “attack” + [placename], “begin” + “offensive”, etc. Finally, I geoparse the sentences
(Halterman 2017) to associate each sentence with the coordinates of the location in it.13 Fi-
nally, with this dataset of offensives, I create a new variable in my dataset of civilian deaths
indicating whether a new offensive was reported as occurring within 500 meters within the
five days before. Out of 159,127 “events” extracted from the news text, 4,446 are coded as
offensives in 2016, and 1,383 also have location coordinates associated with them. This is
certainly an underestimate of the number of offensives or attacks, both because of attacks
that were never reported but also because of geolocation failures.

Findings

Equipped with our cleaned and geocoded dataset of civilian deaths and our measure of
which villages are controlled to what extent by whom, we can begin to answer where and
how civilians die in the Syrian civil war. We can then compare the results to the predic-
tions generated by the hypotheses, listed in Table 1, to see which are supported by this
data. Each theory predicts different outcomes under varying group, control, and strategic
environment. Each theory also has other observable implications, including the types of
weapons used and the evolution of the conflict. This section investigates the likelihood of
different observed outcomes under different hypotheses.

12“spaCy: Industrial-Strength Natural Language Processing”, https://spacy.io/
13The state-of-the-art approach to associating events with places, as opposed to simply

finding the coordinates for each place name, is still primitive. My dissertation project is
developing a better method to use the grammatical structure of the sentence to link de-
scriptions of events with the location where they actually occurred.

https://spacy.io/
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Variation in cause of civilian deaths

Before examining the independent variables in the dataset, we can look at variance in
the outcome variable. Each theory makes different predictions about the types of civilian
deaths: principal-agent theory predicts death by small arms, territorial control theories
predict deaths by small arms and selective targeting, and elite threat and strategic violence
predict a range of causes from small arms through heavy weapons and the possibility of
widespread indiscriminate killing.

table 3 Cause of Documented Civilian Deaths (Consolidated Causes)
Cause of Death Number
Shelling 29,630
Warplane shelling 27,601
Shooting 20,178
Kidnapping/Torture/Detention 9,784
Field Execution 8,715
Explosion 3,164
Other 1,438
Chemical and toxic gases 988

Table 3 reports the breakdown of causes of death in the Syrian civil war from the beginning
in 2011 to present. The first obvious finding of this table is that the majority of civilian
deaths recorded in this dataset, 56.4%, are caused by artillery and warplanes that only the
Syrian government or outside states employ and that are not selective by anymeasure (Table
3). Many of the theories of civilian death presented above only deal with rebel behavior,
meaning that they have little to say about the majority of civilian deaths in Syria.

Looking at how the cause of civilian death changes over time, an interesting pattern im-
mediately emerges: three of the major causes of death, including shooting, shelling, and
field executions, have tapered off over time. The only cause of death that has increased or
stayed the same in the past two years of the conflict is warplane shelling, which is perhaps
the least selective or “direct” cause of death. This table and figure alone show that the war
in Syria is very different for civilians than many of the insurgencies commonly theorized
about. The greatest threats to civilians in Syria, according to this data, is the instruments of
conventional armies, directed at civilians either through negligence or intent.

Kalyvas (2006) predicts that while indiscriminate killing should be relatively uncommon,
it should become less common as the war continues and combatants overcome their igno-
rance about the costs of targeting civilians indiscriminately and as they develop the capacity
tomore selectively target civilians (163-167). That is not reflected in the data here. Themost
selective or direct causes of death (kidnapping/torture/disappearance) are steady or declin-
ing since 2014. Shelling, a fairly indiscriminate cause of death has declined, but deaths from
airstrikes are steady. Because my territorial control data only begins in 2015, I am unable
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Figure 3. Causes of civilian death per month

to determine whether earlier selective violence was perpetrated along the territorial lines
that Kalyvas (2006) and others predict.

The extensive use of airstrikes and the tremendous loss of civilian life resulting from air
strikes (around 500 deaths per month), indicate that the Syrian government and its Russian
ally have decided that causing civilian deaths is either not important or actively good for
their cause. Here, Valentino’s strategic mass killing theory seems to better match the data
than more orthodox counterinsurgency theories arguing that mass killing is counterpro-
ductive. This kind of large-scale, indiscriminate violence against civilians is well predicted
by his theory in this situation. The military is increasingly frustrated, they view the civil-
ians as collaborators with the rebels, and the survival of the Syrian state has been threatened
during this period.1⁴ Unfortunately, the data does not allowme to discriminate between Syr-
ian, Russian, and US/coalition-caused causalities, the last of which is estimated at around
2,700.1⁵

1⁴Here’s a place where my ability to speculate on the mechanisms is limited by my data.
1⁵“About 500000 persons were killed in Syria during 81 months after the Syrian Revolu-

tion started”, Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, 10 December 2017, http://www.syriahr.
com/en/?p=80436

http://www.syriahr.com/en/?p=80436
http://www.syriahr.com/en/?p=80436
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Figure 4. Distribution of villages by degree of control

Variation by degree of territorial control

In addition to including information on how civilians die, the augmented dataset has in-
formation on where they die, along with which group controlled that location and to what
extent, though only in the period from January 2015 onward where the data overlaps. For
context, the vast majority of villages/neighborhoods are fully controlled most of the time
in my measure of territorial control:

This figure shows the number of civilian deaths (from any cause)1⁶ by degree of territorial
control. The numbers on the x-axis reflect the number of villages held by opposing groups
out of the nearest 15, meaning a village at 0 is among only friendly villages and 14 means
that the village is completely surrounded by hostile villages. I code villages that have enemy-
held villages as the majority of their neighbors as contested. Having no hostile neighbors
is full control, and having a non-zero minority of hostile neighbors is partial control. The
y-axis indicates the average monthly death rate per village in each degree of control. The
per-village normalization to the death rate is one that Kalyvas also uses, although mine also
adjusts for the time each village spends in each type of control. This adjustment may be the

1⁶Note: this is still only the subset of civilian deaths that were geocoded and occur during
the period covered by the territorial control dataset.
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Figure 5. Deaths per village, by degree of control and group

best available given almost universally missing population figures for neighborhoods and
villages, which are pre-war when they do exist.

Villages in full control are clearly the lowest per-village per-month rate. As villages are in-
creasingly close to enemy controlled villages, no pattern emerges relating degree of control
with the mortality rate.1⁷

The previous two graphs show all civilian deaths regardless of cause. If we refine the graph
to only include “selective” deaths1⁸ the patterns persist. Killings per area are much lower
in fully controlled villages far from the front line, and the mean death rate is almost equal
across areas of partial control and contestation.

Theories of civil war and territorial control tell us that there should be some relation be-
tween territorial control and violence, but this does not seem to be true here. Several rea-
sons for this mismatch suggest themselves. First, conventional civil wars could be more
different from guerrilla wars than previously thought. Control in more conventional civil
wars is defined by front lines, rather than the side-by-side control that Kalyvas seems to

1⁷What’s up with the Kurds, though? Put bootstrap intervals on this in case it’s just really
low n. (Not that that helps with the 7-14 area.)

1⁸Reminder, “direct” minus shooting.
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Figure 6. Selective deaths per village per month by degree of control

imply defines a contested zone. Without the ability to conduct patrols in contested areas,
information about collaborators is useless to combatants and selective violence is not possi-
ble or helpful. All of the mechanisms in Kalyvas’s theory could hold, but the Syrian context
simply changes the situation too much for his theory to applicable. Second, it could be that
Kalyvas’s theory simply does not generalize beyond the cases he studies. It could be that
selective violence, as he understands it, is actually a rare phenomenon, and that civilians
are simply likely to die where fighting is occurring or because they are in an area that has
been deliberately targeted by armed actors for violence against presumed enemy civilians.
Finally, as with all of these findings, it could be that nonrandom missingness in the data,
my operationalization of territorial control, my effort at attributing violence to actors, or
my coding of selective/indiscriminate by cause of death are erroneous in a way that skews
the findings.

Variation by group

Themerged data on civilian deaths and group territorial control can help us answer whether
some groups kill more civilians in their areas of complete control than other groups. Look-
ing at the number of villages that are fully controlled is useful for two reasons: first, the vast
majority of villages are fully controlled, by my definition, all of the time. Second, villages
or neighborhoods that are distant from the front lines do not have the same sort of security
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threats that more contested areas have, making it better test of a group’s default behavior in
unthreatened areas.

What we see in this figure is that the Kurds clearly engage in less (documented) violence
against civilians in their zones of full control than the other groups do. The primary differ-
ence across the other groups is not in how many people they kill, but in what techniques
they use. The government prefers kidnapping and execution to the torture used by the
Islamic State, and anti-government/opposition fighters split their types of death inflicted
across the categories. The small number of deaths come from the large number of restric-
tions we place on our search of the data: for attribution, deaths must be using short-range
techniques in a groups’ area of control, and because of the Carter Center’s availability, this
can only be in the period after January 1, 2015, so that we can calculate the degree of ter-
ritorial control. Using this data alone cannot answer the principal-agent hypothesis. The
principal-agent theories predict differences in degree of violence against civilians, but the
heart of the theory is in the mechanisms producing the violence. Using only quantitative
data on deaths restricts our ability to test this hypothesis fully.
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Variation by military offensives

The final independent variable is the presence of of ongoing military or rebel fighting. The
variable does have predictive power. Compared to a baseline of 14 to 7 days before the
announcement of a new offensive within 500 meters, the 7 days beginning with the report
of an offensive have more deaths per location.

This effect is not zero, but is also not large enough to explain most civilian killing in Syria.
Of geolocated civilian deaths in 2016, 6.6% occurred within 500 meters and one day of an
announced offensive. The number of recorded attacks is certainly an underestimate. Not
all attacks are reported in the English language local press, and not all that are reported are
captured by my measure. The effect of including all attacks would probably decrease this
measure: the size of the attack is probably positively correlated with both its press coverage
and the number of civilians killed.

Conclusion: How the theories fare

Having laid out several theories of violence against civilians, derived hypotheses and ob-
servable implications from the theories, and compared those observable implications with
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the data on Syria, we can now step back and evaluate the theories in light of their fit to the
Syria data. Using differences in civilian deaths by variation in armed group control, degree
of control, and targets of new offensives lets us systematically test these families of theories
about group violence against civilians in civil war. A summary of findings is presented in
Table 4 and in greater detail below that.

table 4 Summary of findings and implications for each theory

Most deaths
result from
heavy
weapons

Most
violence is
indiscrim.

Most deaths
in front-
line/contested
areas

More
indiscrim.
than
selective in
all zones of
control

offensives
have effect,
but modest

intel/territory
theory

– – + – 0

principal-
agent
theory

– 0 0 0 0

strategic
violence
theory

+ + 0 + 0

military
utility
theory

+ + + + +/0

Principal-agent problems and killing

Using the data I have, I can only test the coarsest predictions of the principal-agent theories,
namely that groups engage in different rates of violence against civilians. I cannot directly
test the mechanism of violence as the product of a breakdown in hierarchy without detailed
qualitative research. That said, the types of deaths produced in Syria can shed some light
on the theory’s predictions.

First, for the government at least, a large amount of violence is directed from the top, in
contradiction to the predictions of the theory. Multi-year shelling and airstrikes against
civilians are not the result of poorly-indoctrinated rebels engaging in violence their superi-
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ors would not want them to. The violence, in the case of the governmentwith its attributable
and indiscriminate weapons, is clearly sanctioned from the top.

Second, ISIS and the rebel groups both engage in selective violence against civilians in their
areas of full control. The Kurds, in contrast, do not seem to engage in the same level of
violence.1⁹ It could be that the Kurds are simply more disciplined than the other groups,
which would support the theories in this vein. On the other hand, ISIS is also well disci-
plined, especially compared to the FSA, and yet they engage in much more violence. This
comparison across rebel groups suggests that the role of ideology in violence against civil-
ians has not been fully explored. Kurdish forces may use their discipline to refrain from
killing civilians, while ISIS, because of its beliefs about what is appropriate and effective,
may use its discipline to kill civilians, but in ways and for reasons that advance their ideo-
logical objectives.

The theory offers indeterminate predictions for the other independent variables, but the
observable implications of the theory that do have corresponding data are not borne out.

Territorial control and killing

The theories of territorial control do not fare well in explaining this data. Territory seems to
matter little in explaining the distribution and type of violence, or if anything, to go against
the predictions of the theory. Selective violence, as a rate per village per month, is slightly
more likely in fully contested zones, where the theory predicts “no” [sic] selective violence
(Kalyvas 2006, 204), than it is in partial control areas where the theory predicts it will be
greatest. In absolute numbers, recognizably selective violence like field executions and kid-
nappings are a small portion of civilian deaths in Syria, with many more being produced
by tools of indiscriminate killing. Even if the theory were correct for the subset of deaths
that are selective, the data makes it clear that this form of deliberate, intimate killing is a
small fraction of the puzzle of civilian deaths in Syria. The theory does correctly predict
that most deaths will occur in the border areas between armed groups, but this prediction
is not unique to the theory and therefore does not add it much credibility.

Kalyvas argues that the patterns his theory predicts should become stronger of the period
of the war, as weariness settles in, the ideological luster of the early conflict wears off, and
civilians behave in increasingly self-interested ways. That prediction is also not borne out
the data. All forms of violence decrease from their peak in 2012, save for airstrikes, a clearly
non-selective form of killing, which account for an increasing share of deaths throughout.

1⁹As always, we have to consider the collection process of the data, which could skew it
away from Kurdish areas.
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To be fair to the theory, although it is not explicitly limited to guerrilla wars, it applies
much better in irregular civil wars than conventional wars like Syria’s. The fact of front
lines in Syria greatly reduces the problem of identification that the theory is built on and the
occurrence of door-to-door counterinsurgency sweeps that the theory is especially suited
for. The failure to find the theory’s predicted patterns does not necessarily indicate that the
theory is wrong; it could mean that the theory applies only to a smaller subset of civil war
types.

Strategic logic of mass killing

Theset of theories that seem to fare the best are the ones that see deliberate killing of civilians
as potentially effective (Valentino 2000; Valentino, Huth, and Balch-Lindsay 2004; Downes
2007; Balcells forthcoming). Much of the violence against civilians in Syria is clearly orga-
nized from the highest levels of the military and has increased over the past 5 years as the
rebels threatened the survival of the government. Government killing of civilians with area
effect weapons is the greatest cause of deaths in this dataset and are clearly not being used
only for battlefield gain. The academic literature in this vein largely studies whether indis-
criminate violence against large numbers of civilians is indeed effective in destroying rebel
groups and eliminating wartime and post-war opposition. Studying it in action in Syria
raises a separate question, which is what perpetrators believe they are achieving when they
engage in mass killing. Mass killing could simultaneously be counterproductive and popu-
lar among combatants (as it was in Vietnam). Understanding how civil wars progress and
how mass killing can be prevented could be better served by studying when and why com-
batants believe it is effective, rather than more theoretical debates about when and where
lethal violence against civilians is rational.

Military utility. In raw numbers, the military utility theory seems to match the observed
data best. The theory predicts that as side effects ofmilitary operations, most civilian deaths
will occur indiscriminately, from shooting or heavy weapons, in front line areas, and where
offensives are ongoing. These predictions all align with the observed data. The final pre-
diction is the most important for the theory, and while there is indeed an effect of military
operations, its effect size is not as large as it should be if even only half of the civilian deaths
in Syria were caused by inadvertent battlefield killing.

Conclusion

Ultimately, civilian deaths in Syria will be produced by a mixture of different processes.
No one theory will be “correct” for Syria. That said, the observed data from Syria seems to
accord better with the simpler theories: civilians are killed deliberately and indiscriminately,
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either as “enemy” civilians to be targeted directly, or as inconsequential causalities killed in
the course of military operations. A small portion of deaths are selective, but their pattern
does not match the predictions of the most prominent theory on selective violence and
territorial control.

The field on civilian victimization in civil war is expansive and growing. Testing existing
theories on new cases is a crucial component of advancing our understanding and reducing
our overconfidence about the causes of violence against civilians in civil war. This study
takes a step toward doing so, and, through its methodological contributions, will make it
easier for others to do the same.
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